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. Driver WiFi Xvision Ss-2503 Serial Key Â·Uber is launching an UberPool service in the UK today, and we can't contain our excitement about it. Pooling with strangers is one of the great perks of the gig economy, so why not get a bunch of people together and have a jolly old time? The service itself is mostly safe, in line with Ubers other services,
though it does take advantage of a loophole in the UK transport act. A new service from Uber, UberBlack, has a higher fare than it thinks, and Uber offers the rider the opportunity to pay the correct fare or keep the cheaper UberBlack fare. Because UberBlack is usually more expensive than regular Uber, someone who doesn't know about the loophole
simply offers the driver the cheaper fare, and the driver passes on the larger fare. Uber now only offers the correct fare on UberBlack, so presumably this will encourage customers to be more thoughtful about the fare they offer. Uber has combined the two services so that passengers can be put in one seat with drivers who are driving together, and
that means we'll get to meet a lot of new people and a whole bunch of new cities. Really, we could just tell you the price of the ride now, but we won't bore you with that. Instead, let us introduce you to two awesome UK-based drivers, a couple who decided to embark on a jolly old holiday together, and had a little fun with the photo above. Thanks to
a few social media sleuths in the UK, we're getting a few photos of the passengers of this ride, and we don't mind at all sharing them. It's another example of the kind of great information Uber passengers can contribute to Uber, because they are often incredibly entertaining. First up is 40-year-old Keith Dillon, who prefers to be called Keith. Keith's

like no other man. In 2013, he was so taken with the love of his life that he decided to embark on a life-long holiday jollied along by his boyfriend. And even with the best of luck and a great sense of humour, things didn't work out that way. So he bought a car and hit the open road in search of beautiful women. On his first day of driving, he happened
to spot this girl on a bridge, and she was a perfect candidate. After a pleasant ride, Keith found out that she was a single mother with two kids, and they
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